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Make your Next Move an Adventure, Suggests Van Rental Center

Los Angeles based Van Rental Center notes that individuals, couples, and families can add
some zest to their next move by renting a high-capacity van.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) May 13, 2016 -- According to an article published May 4th on U.S. News, whether
house hunters are looking to move across town or across the country, there are numerous increasingly
affordable ways to go about it. Some companies are offering to handle all the transportation and logistics for
customers, but according to Los Angeles based van rental agency Van Rental Center, there’s much more fun
(and lower costs) to be had when movers make their own arrangements. Van Rental Center explains that its
large fleet of high-capacity vans allows movers from all walks of life to easily fit a vast array of personal
belongings and conveniently transport them to their new future residence. For example, the company says it
offers a Ford Transit XLT, which can comfortably seat up to 15 passengers, allowing the whole family to easily
buckle up for the ride, they note. From helping a son or daughter make their transition to college in the San
Francisco bay area, to relocating the whole family from L.A. to beautiful San Diego, there are nearly unlimited
uses for these sizable, high quality passenger vehicles, the company explains. What’s more, Van Rental Center
notes that, when drivers want to enjoy the unbridled thrill of the road on long distance trips, its fleet of powerful
passenger vans will surely not disappoint.

Of course, there is also a practical side to renting a van. Other popular van rental features include:

• Massive Capacity - With vans seating up to 15 passengers, there’s no need to leave behind a single piece of
gear or equipment; families and groups can rest assured that everyone and every piece of luggage can come
along for the ride. What’s more, the company notes that, if families are able to fit into a single vehicle rather
than taking multiple cars, the fuel-saving benefits quickly add up, making van rental an economical choice for
all kinds of trips, ventures, and treks. Van Rental Center even offers wheelchair accessible vans, so everyone
can enjoy the thrill of the ride.

• Simply Convenient –Van Rental Center prides itself on the numerous convenient airport pickup locations it
operates. For travelers who need ground transportation the moment they disembark from the plane, the agency
explains that it arranges van pickups and deliveries so borrowers can quickly hit the road right after landing.

For a great many years, Van Rental Center has provided travelers in Los Angeles and beyond the option of
budget conscious van rental for their next cross country move, family outing or business trip. For more
information about their available fleet and rates available, give the agency a ring today at (310) 568-8230 or
visit them online at www.VanRentalCenter.com.
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